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Please choose an option:

Materials●

Needs Analysis●

Planning●

Strategies●

Testing●

Further Planning●

Materials
English for Academic Purposes (EAP) Speaking Materials

Seminar Skills - a list of books in CILL●

Presentation Planner - a program which helps you to write presentations by asking you for all the●

necessary sections of a presentation. It then produces printable notecards and a script. It also reads
your presentation to you to help with your pronunciation.
Oral Presentations - a list of CILL books on presentations.●

English in the Workplace (EIW) Speaking Materials

Spoken Business Communication - a list of books in CILL●

Instructions - a list of books in CILL●

Job Interview Panel Discussion - example phrases and an ordering activity●

Job Interview Quiz on the content and grammar of interview answers●

Job Interviews (Early-intermediate and Intermediate) - list of useful CILL materials●

Attending An Interview - advice and tasks●

English for Professional Purposes (EPP) Speaking Materials

Job Application Procedures - a list of books in CILL●

Meetings:●

Meetings Scenario - in a cartoon of a business meeting choose what your character will say.❍

Materials Lists of CILL Materials❍

Meetings - list of useful CILL materials❍

Meetings and Negotiations - list of CILL materials❍

Writing and Presenting Final Year Projects - a list of books in CILL●

Pronunciation

Pronunciation page●

http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/speaking.htm#Materials
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/speaking.htm#Needs Analysis
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/speaking.htm#Planning
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/speaking.htm#Speaking Strategies
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/speaking.htm#Testing
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/speaking.htm#Further Planning
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/sem_mats.htm
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/CILL/tools/presplan.htm
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/oralmats.htm
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/spokmats.htm
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/instmats.htm
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/eiw/panel_phrases_ordering.htm
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/exercises/jobinterviewquestions.htm
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/pathways/inter-ei.htm
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/ELSC/material/Speaking/interviewhtm.htm
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/jobamats.htm
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/eiw/meetings/
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/pathwyix.htm
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/pathways/meetings.htm
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/m&n_mats.htm
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/w&pfmats.htm
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/pronunci.htm


Other ELC Speaking Materials

Asking and Answering Questions Socially●

Asking questions, seeking clarification and interrupting●

Speaking Materials in Books

There are lots of speaking materials in CILL, please visit us. Here is a list of speaking materials we have, for●

example on presentations.

 Needs Analysis

There are four stages in needs analysis: what you need to know about a
language, your present problems, your future needs, your needs for your course.

Click here for a Needs Analysis / Planning / Studying / Assessment Form that
you can print out and fill in.

 

http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/elsc/material/Speaking/asking.htm
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/elsc/material/Speaking/askseek.htm
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/presenta.htm
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/competnc.htm
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/competnc.htm
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/speaking.htm#Problems
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/speaking.htm#Future Needs
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/speaking.htm#Needs for your course
http://elc.polyu.edu.hk/cill/planform.htm

